
  Modular Solar Controller / Charger  
  (Patent Pending)

SOLAR VOLTAIC™, design and manufacture their own patented, modular, Controller/Charger 
units. Additional appliances, machines, electrical loads of any size, can be added to an existing 
system at any time, easily, safely and at low cost. This is a unique feature of this patented solar 
controller. The standard solar controller and PV system outlined below Fig. 1 which can not be 
upgraded or expanded.

Another unique feature of SOLAR VOLTAIC™ controllers is the “modular system” feature. This 
allows each and every battery to have its own charge control and ensure battery balancing. These 
controllers also share power with each other while remaining as dedicated units to their own 
appliances. If just one battery is faulty the charge controller will automatically isolate just the bad 
battery but use power from good batteries to keep the whole PV system operating. See a single 
modular system unit Fig. 2 below.

This controller also allows each and every individual solar panel to be at maximum efficiency to the
battery it is linked to and can be rerouted by the controller to other batteries in the system, if its own
battery is full. If a battery is damaged or dead, then the controller can stop solar power going to the 
dead battery and send the power to good batteries in the system. These controllers also share power 
with each other while remaining as dedicated units to their own appliances. If just one solar panel is
faulty the charge controller will automatically isolate just the bad solar panel to prevent damage to 
the PV system but use power from good batteries to keep the whole PV system operating. See a 
single modular system unit Fig. 2 below.

By using multiple, modular units we can add as many appliances or electrical loads as we require. 
These can be added at any time to expand the system over the years. See Fig. 3 below.

We do NOT use MPPT units to charge batteries because this is very wasteful of energy. MPPT is 
used when no battery is connected, as in grid connected systems or when the battery voltage does 
not match the solar panel voltage because of bad design. At least 15% energy is lost by the MPPT 
electronics on a correct size solar panel. MPPT should not be used to charge batteries.

PWM chargers also waste a lot of energy. They send pulses of energy and then lose the solar power 
between pulses. Our analogue chargers send 100% of the solar energy into the battery and not just 
the pulses.

Our new switching technology is in fact very old technology. We use standard, auto relays, available
from any car accessories shop. These can switch up to 80 amps with no problems. They are 
impervious to lightning. They can take 100 volts reverse voltage. Much more rugged and reliable 
than any MOSFET or solid state switching device and available easily if damaged, changed by 
unplugging the old one and plugging in a new one.

By using a mobile phone, you can access these modular solar controllers and adjust settings, see 
how much power is being generated, see the state of battery charge, check remaining lifetime of 
battery and keep a yearly record of energy use and energy production and many other features. If 
there is a problem you can use the mobile phone to send details of the problem to our head office, 
from anywhere in the World and get instructions how to repair the fault yourself.

 



The SOLAR VOLTAIC™ Controller/Charger has a logic control, to know when and how much to 
charge each individual PV Storage Cell, changing the charge voltage in relation to the temperature 
of the PV Storage Cell and when a battery is full, the solar power is diverted to other batteries in the
system and not wasted as in normal charging units. Each and every battery is charged 
independently.
 
These chargers are also 99.9% efficient by using a by-pass system to direct 100% of the power 
directly into the battery, whilst merely monitoring the progress. When a battery is full this charger 
will send the solar power produced to other batteries that are not yet full, instead of just wasting it 
like MPPT and PWM controllers do.
 
Another feature is the prevention, of "over charge" and also "deep discharge", of each and every 
battery independently, preventing damaging PV Storage Cell exhaustion. In our modular system, 
each battery is powering a different load, which means each battery drains power at a different rate 
and it would be almost impossible for all the batteries to reach exhaustion at the same time. Only 
our patented controller can independently charge the batteries, preventing total battery failure which
happens when the whole battery bank fails with any standard controller. Also the batteries that are 
not being used will not require power from the solar panel connected to them and the solar 
controller can then take the surplus solar power and redirect it to the depleted battery, bringing it 
back to full use.

Applications:

• Off grid, stand alone PV systems and PV packages.



Figure 1

FIG. 1. Standard system connections
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30 - Single modular unit system
31 - Single solar panel
32 - Single solar battery
33 - Modular solar controller
34 - Single appliance or electrical load
35 – Power sharing inlet and outlet
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Figure 2



FIG. 3 Multiple Single and expandable
photovoltaic modular systems
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